Associative conditioning of the exercise ventilatory response in humans.
Repeated hypercapnic exercise augmented the ventilatory response to subsequent trials of exercise alone in running goats and in humans performing arm exercise, suggesting a form of associative conditioning or 'long-term modulation' had taken place. These studies did not include 'control' single stimulus conditioning paradigms. This study demonstrated that ten repeated trials of familiar leg bicycling exercise with dead-space induced hypercapnia also elicited similar significant increases in inspired ventilation (+ 22%; P < 0.009) and tidal volume (VT; + 255 +/- 73 ml(BTPS); mean +/- S.E.M.; P = 0.004) within the first 20 sec of subsequent exercise only trials. Long-term modulation of the early ventilatory response to cycling was not fully replicated by ten trials of 'control' paradigms involving either repeated exercise alone or resting dead space alone. This study thus demonstrated that long term modulation of the early ventilatory response exercise was due to an explicit effect of associative conditioning and not simply sensitisation to repeated trials of a single stimulus.